Dinosaurs Topic Web: Autumn Term

Cycle 2

Year 2/3 Honey Bees
English

P.E.

Non fiction : We will be researching
dinosaurs & looking at the features of
non fiction books.
Harry & his bucketful of dinosaurs–
visit from the author.
Little Red Hen Performing, re-writing
and adapting.
Creative writing: Creating our own
Dinosaur, describing movement, appearance, sound and character.
Poetry: Autumn poetry
Narrative: Write an exciting story set
in the land before time. We will continue to use interesting connectives,
speech marks and adjectives.

The children will have P.E. on a
Tuesday afternoon.

Science
Rocks
Rock detectives-finding out how rocks
are used in our local environment.
Trip to the graveyard to see how
some rocks have worn away over
time.
Identifying rocks
Investigating volcanoes
Finding out about fossils
Being palaeontologists

This term their skills development will
be multiskills and Fitness.

Topic: Dinosaurs
The children would like to find out about:
How do dinosaur bones turn into fossils?
How tall was the tallest one?
When did they become extinct?
About water dinosaurs
How did they die out?
Which was the fastest dinosaur?
How big is a dinosaur’s stomach?
And many more things!
Maps – Where have dinosaurs been found?
Art
Andy Goldsworthy collages with natural materials
e.g leaves & conkers
Trip to the Weir Gardens

Swimming
The Year 2 Children will be swimming
every Friday morning up until Christmas
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Religious Education
Harvest Festival-Little Red Hen
Christianity
Trip to the church
What do Christians think of God?
Baptism
Christmas– Nativity Story
Nativity Play Y2 Christingle Y3
PHSE
Values-Generosity & Compassion
Kindness workshops
Circle Time to share worries etc and
discuss different ways to deal with
them.

Mathematics
Counting, partitioning and calculating
Securing number facts, understanding
shapes.
Handling data and measures
Create a class pictogram or graph of
favourite dinosaurs

Measure the estimated
length or height of a dinosaur.
Calculating, measuring and understanding
shape.
Timestables
2s, 5s &10s Y2
4S, 3S & 8S Y3

